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In this palter we show that if A is an n×n (+l,-1)-matrix and i![ n-=2"-1 for some 
positive integer n, then per(A) -#- 0. This answers partially a question raised by E.T.H. Wang in 
[3] 
For  an n × rt matrix A = (a,j) the permanent of A is Y_~[I~'=t a~,,0~ where the 
summation is taken over the symmetric group c.f degree n. (For a thorough 
treatment of the permanent function, see [2]). In [3], E.T.H. Wang investigated 
various problems involving permanents of (+1,-el ) -matr ices.  One of these prob- 
lems was to determine those values of n for which there exists an n × n (+1, -1 ) -  
ma~P~x A such that per (A)= 0. He showed that such matrices exist if n is even or 
if n > 1 and n----1 (mod 4). The case when n -  3 (mod 4) was ieft open though it 
was shown that when n = 3 no such matrices exist In this note we show that, in 
fact, such matrices do not exist if n = 2 m-  1 for some positive integer m. As a 
result, the first urf3ettled case is n = 11. 
Theorem. I f  n = 2" -1  [or some positive integer m, then there does not exist an 
n × n (+1, -U -matr ix  A with per(A)  = O. 
Proof.  Let A be an nx~t (+1, -1 ) -matr ix  and write A as A=J -2B where 
J = the n × n matrix all of whose entries are + 1 and B is a uniquely determined 
(0, 1)-matrix. 
Then by the expansion formula for the permanenl of the sum of two matrices 
(see [2, p. 18, Theorem 1.4]) we have 
( . )  per(A)  = per ( . / -  2B) 
---- n ! -2 (n -  1)! pt (B)+22(n-2) !  p2(B)+" ' • + ( -1)"2"p, (B)  
where p,(B) denotes the sum of the permanents of all the i x i submatrices of B. 
In particular, p t (B)=sum of all entries in B, and p, (B)=per (B) .  
We now examine the exact power of two which divides the RHS cff (*). In 
order to do this we recall (see [1]) that ordz(k !)= k -  sk, where sk = ,,urn of the 
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digits of k written in base two; e.g. ord2(4!)= ord2(24)= 4 -1  = 3. Then for each 
term ~:2"-kk! p , -k(B)  of (*) we see 
ord2( :t:2n-kk ! Pn-k (B)) ~ (n - k) + (k - sk) = rt - sk (k • n), 
ord2(n!) = n -  Sn (k = n). 
Now the form of n = 2" -1  in binary notation implies that sk <s~, and so 
n -s ,  <n-sk ,  for arty k<n.  Therefore, the RHS of (*) cannot vanish since it is 
divisible by precisely 2 "-~-. I"1 
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